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Key Stage: 3 YEAR: 8 DURATION:  6 LESSONS 

Unit Aims: In this unit pupils will focus on consistently replicating core skills through conditioned situations. Pupils will develop the ability to land the shuttle 
in a target area and refining game strategies with the intention of outwitting an opponent. Pupil will develop confidence in movement and test mental capacity 
through scoring and officiating games.   

Prior learning 
 
It is helpful if the pupils have: 

 Developed an understanding of net/court 
games that involve outwitting opposition. 

 Worked in a pair and experienced 
teamwork/communication skills.  

 Used and kept a set of rules in half court 
and doubles games.  

Language for learning 
 
Through the activities in this unit pupils will be 
able to understand, use and recall terminology 
relating to badminton.  
 
e.g. Body positioning, Service angle, flight of shuttle, 
angles, forehand, backhand, smash, overhead, drop 
shot,tactics, game plan, officiating/umpiring, 
adjustments/variations & anticipation. 

Resources 
 
 Rackets & shuttlecocks                                                                                          
 Nets + posts                                                                                       
 Cones 
 Hoops (or similar targets) 

 
 

Key Concepts and Processes: 

Outwitting an opponent 
Pupils will identify different areas of the court and 
be able to move the shuttle between these areas 
using a variety of techniques. Pupils will develop 
an understanding of how to outwit opponents 
using strategies and tactics during game play. 
Continual development and adaptation of skills will 
contribute to producing an improved performance. 

Developing Physical and Mental Capacity 
Develop the ability to perform intense physical 
activity in the form of badminton games. To 
develop a more detailed understanding of singles 
and doubles rules during a competitive game 
situation. Challenge pupil’s mental capacity 
through reflective learning and refinement of 
tactics.   

Development & Replication of Skills 
Pupils will develop the fundamental principles of 
play when replicating core skills and movement 
needed including; forehand, backhand, clear, 
serves, smashes and drop shots. Pupils will be 
expected perform these skills with accuracy and 
control. Technique will be further tested through its 
use in small sided games and assessed against 
expected learning outcomes.  

Making and Applying Decisions 
 
Pupils will be encouraged to devise new strategies 
to beat and outwit opponents. Pupils should be 
able to recognise the importance of responding to 
changing situations within a game. This decision 
making process should influence movement of the 
shuttle around the court using a variety of core 
skills.  
 

Making Informed Choices About Healthy, 
Active Lifestyle 

Suggest any badminton clubs within the school 
timetable and promote community links. Highlight 
badminton based fitness and the necessary 
components of fitness needed. i.e. coordination. 
Highlight the possible health benefits gained from 
taking part in physically demanding activities and 
discuss the need to stay healthy and active 
throughout life.  

Evaluating and Improving 
 

To understand the concept of net games and 
make effective evaluations of strengths and 
weaknesses in performance. Observation and 
peer assessment. Provide opportunities for pupils 
to assessment own performance and implement 
strategies for improvement. Develop observation 
skills on peer performances and improve quality of 
feedback given.  

Scan these QR codes for information 

                                                                   
   Overhead Clear                      Smash shot                            Drop Shot                           Game Rally  

 

Scheme of Work: Badminton 
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Progress & Assessment by Outcomes – Expected Learning Outcomes of the unit 

1.Replication of core skills (forehand, backhand, serve, smash, drop shot) 
 
All pupils will: Use a few isolated core skills when the shuttle falls to them. 
This is usually in a low pressured situation. Forehand shot tends to lack 
height and depth which can make it easy to return. 
 
Most pupils will: Accurately replicates core fundamental skills consistently 
and with improving confidence even under pressure. Uses mainly the 
forehand and drop shot varying the height and depth of the shuttle.  
 
Some pupils will: Identify and replicate a range of core skills needed and 
perform these fluently and quickly. Forehand and backhand shots are 
performed with height and direction. Control of the shuttle is consistent and 
serves are difficult to return for opposition. 
 

2. Outwitting Opponents in an attacking situation 
 
All pupils will: Show some tactical awareness and can rush skill execution 
when responding to opponent’s pressure. Use basic techniques in a 
controlled situation and will mainly use the forehand to play a majority of 
shots.    
 
Most pupils will: Use an understanding of the principles of attack when 
planning an approach to a competitive game. Can use an improving range of 
skills and techniques together with control and accuracy to outwit an 
opposition.  
 
Some pupils will: Demonstrate more advanced variations of the core skills 
which means pupil’s make a significant impact on the game. Identify space 
on the court and uses this to land the shuttle on an opponent’s territory.  
 

3.Understanding of game rules and team play.   
 
All pupils will: Recognise and adopt badminton rules during conditioned 
games. Scoring is usually correct. 
 
Most pupils will: Understand the basic and some more advanced rules 
surrounding the game (service sides) and highlights rule errors of others.  
 
Some pupils will: Show a good understanding of game rules and can adapt 
them for varying conditioned situation. Be able to use the rules to their 
advantage and rarely makes errors. Can score a game fairly and actively 
encourages others to improve their understanding offering advice and help.  
 
 

4.Development of decision making/problem solving 
 
All pupils will: Recognise a need for speedy decision making but has limited 
success. Uses a few core skills and notices errors after rally is completed. 
Begin to understand importance of body preparation and its relationship to a 
good connection/shuttle placement. 
 
Most pupils will: Will begin to unofficially play the role of a referee in small 
sided game and demonstrate confidence in decision making. Works 
effectively as a pair adopting either an attacking or defending role. 
 
Some pupils will: Demonstrate a strong influence on the game using and 
devising a wide range of strategies, tactics and ideas. Decision making skills 
appear quick and based on a confident information processing. 
 

Other Links: Physical Literacy Skills (Agility, Speed, Coordination, Reaction 
Time, Body management skills and confidence), Numeracy Skills (Counting 
and Scoring), Citizenship (sportsmanship), Computing (Video Recording and 
Analysing, use of ICT) 

 Personal, Learning and Thinking Skills (PLTS):  
 Creative thinkers  
 Reflective learners  
 Team workers 
 Effective participants 
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Week 

 
Learning objectives 

 
Suggested lesson tasks/activity ideas 

 
Differentiation/ Personalised 
Learning/Assessment Tools 

1 
 

 
 
 

Ready position 

To be able to demonstrate & use the ready 
position. To be able to recognise the flight of the 
shuttle and to be able to contact the shuttle with 
the face of the racket consistently. To develop 
the ability to outwit opponents with movement of 
the shuttle. 

Warm up – Badminton line tag. Nominate a few taggers. Once caught 
dynamic stretches around the outside of the court. Recap grip. Discus 
importance of ready position. T.P’s- Balanced stance, wrist snap, side 
on racket up ready, on toes. 1 vs 1 maintain a rally. Place a cone in 
the centre of the court. Pupils must always retreat to cone to work on 
positioning. Singles basic games-1v1 half court competition. Recap 
rules of badminton & singles/doubles scoring. (Court dependant) 

Mid-lesson plenaries check – Recap 
technical points of grip and stance? 
Why is anticipation important? What 
information can you use to judge 
shuttle flight? What decisions are 
you forced to make in a games 
situation?  

2 
 

 
 

The clear 

To replicate overhead clear with control and 
accuracy. To consistently replicate this shot in a 
match situation implementing strategies for 
success. To understand court markings and the 
strong/weak side of an opponent. 

Warm up – hopping relay races. Progress to incorporating a shuttle 
bounce. Clear teaching points; Position of shuttle- key to shot, Aim 
towards flight of shuttle with non-racket hand. Snap wrist on contact, 
high arc of shuttle (See QR code). 1 vs 1 practice. Progress to singles 
basic games. (Short and thin for service box area) Recap rules & 
scoring. Discuss meaning of strong and weak side. What handed is 
your opponent? Why is it important to know? 

Appropriate groupings for warm up. 
Mid-lesson plenaries check – Recap 
teaching points for the clear? 
Discuss the clear and when it might 
be used? Or what shot might be 
played before or after it? 
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Smash shot & preparation 

To be able to accurately replicate a smash shot. 
To understand the movement and preparation 
for an effective smash. To appreciate how to 
adjust shot selection based on opponents 
positioning. To begin to officiate badminton 
matches fairly and accurately.   

Paired warm up – 5 shuttles per pair. In half court throw shuttles over 
net. 1 min – how many shuttle ended up on each side? Recap 
overhead clear as part of extended warm up. Attacking. Pairs- 
underarm clear feed to smash, take turns. Teaching points; Shuttle in 
front of head, Snap wrist, Aim towards ground (See ‘smash’ QR 
code). Doubles games. Conditional games-2pts for winning smash 
shot. (Even score = serve from right side. Odd score line = serve from 
left hand side.) King of the court competition. Pupils to accurately 
score their match. 

Increase/decrease working area. 
Use dominant or non-dominant hand. 
Mid-lesson plenaries check – recap 
teaching points for smash. Discuss 
what type of shot it is? Can pupil 
explain badminton scoring system?  
 

4 
 
 
 

Disguised shots (drop shot/flick shot) 

To be able to outwit opponents using simple a 
disguise. To understand the importance of 
movement and shuttle placement in order to 
attack. To confidently score a game of singles 
and doubles. 

Warm up – Group shuttle keepy uppy. 1 shuttle between 4. Recap 
previously learnt skills in a pair. Discuss disguising shots. Demo drop 
shot and deep flick. Pairs. Experiment with shot disguise – 5 feeds 
each (See ‘drop shot’ QR code). Teaching points; deception, low over 
net & use of angles, flick of wrist to generate quick power. Discuss 
tactics - Now allow use of overhead clear to force opponent 
backwards and follow up with drop shot to control rally. Singles games 
½ court. King of the court. 

Reduce working area to challenge 
the able. Mid-lesson plenaries check 
– why do some drop shots result in 
success and other do not? How can 
a drop shot be used to win a rally?  
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Doubles/singles game play 

To understand and appreciate the need to make 
decisions about choice of strategy depending on 
whether attacking of defending. To describe the 
difference in doubles court markings. To be able 
to assess & evaluate own performance and 
weaknesses. 
 

Paired warm up – throw shuttle over net, partner to catch if possible 
and throw back. Progress to competition – 1 point for getting shuttle to 
touch the ground. Recap all prior learning during a 2 minute 
badminton skill based warm up rally. Brainstorm badminton tactics. 
Teaching points; Use court dimensions (short & fat = doubles, long & 
thin = singles!). Move opponent/s around court. i.e. mix up short and 
long shots. Doubles games. Discuss the difference in court markings 
and positioning (1 front and the others covers the back of the court). 

Limit size of working area. Mid-
lesson plenaries check – highlight 
why positioning on the court is key. 
How might a doubles pairing set up? 
Why is court coverage important? 
What is the role/job of players 
backcourt and frontcourt?      
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Outwitting Opponents in a competitive game 
situation  

To demonstrate the ability to outwit an opponent 
in a game situation using the appropriate skills 
and techniques. To demonstrate knowledge and 
understanding of the rules. To identify strengths 
and weaknesses when playing & adapt 
strategies where necessary. 

Warm up – 4’s student led-progressive pulse raiser and dynamic 
stretches. Recap prior learning in a 3 minute warm up rally. Watch 
badminton clip to analyse shot selection (See ’rally’ QR code) Play 
and perform the forehand clear and drop shots using the correct 
technique. Organise class tournament to allow all pupils to progress to 
max level (King of the court- 3 minute games, winners move up and 
losers go down a court) Pupils to officiate and score singles and 
doubles matches. Even score = serve from right side. Odd score line 
= serve from left hand side. 

Pair individuals up according to 
ability/fitness level. Mid-lesson 
plenaries check – discuss ways to 
beat an opposition? Which ones 
were successful? If you were to play 
again what would you do different? 

 


